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A B S T R A C T
The Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) and its sole scientific instrument, the Advanced
Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS), was launched on 15 September 2018 with a primary goal of
measuring changes in the surface of the Earth's land ice (glaciers and ice sheets). ATLAS is a photon-counting
laser altimeter, which records the transit time of individual photons in order to reconstruct surface height along
track. The ground-track pattern repeats every 91 days such that changes in ice sheet surface height can be
estimated through time. In this paper, we describe the set of algorithms that have been developed for ICESat-2 to
retrieve ice sheet surface height from the geolocated photons for the Land Ice Along-Track Height Product
(ATL06), and demonstrate their output and performance using a synthetic dataset over various land-ice surfaces
and under different cloud conditions. We show that the ATL06 algorithm is expected to perform at the level
required to meet the ICESat-2 science objectives for land ice.
1. Introduction
On 15 September 2018, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) launched ICESat-2 (Ice, Cloud, and land
Elevation Satellite-2) into a near-polar orbit (92° inclination). ICESat-2
is the follow-on mission to ICESat (in operation from 2003 to 2009),
which was the first laser altimeter in a near-polar orbit around Earth
(Schutz et al., 2005). ICESat's Geoscience Laser Altimeter System
(GLAS) was a profiling laser altimeter operating at 1064 nm (infrared)
to produce non-overlapping ~72m footprints every 172m along track
(Schutz et al., 2005). For each footprint, the time delay between each
laser pulse from the satellite and the detected reflection from the sur-
face was used to determine the range, which was then converted to an
estimate of height above a reference ellipsoid (Schutz et al., 2005; Sun
et al., 2017).
ICESat (Abdalati et al., 2010) had only a single beam with a broad
(30-70m) footprint, which limited its performance when measuring
sloping surfaces in two ways: it reduced the accuracy of single shot
heights due to waveform broadening (Yi et al., 2005), and it introduced
uncertainties in derived height-change estimates from repeat-track
analysis, due to cross-track slope effects from non-exact repeat tracks
(Smith et al., 2009; Moholdt et al., 2010). These limitations compli-
cated height-change detection and had a significant impact in the outlet
glaciers of Greenland and Antarctica, where both the surface slopes and
the true changes are significant (Pritchard et al., 2009). ICESat-2
(Markus et al., 2017) carries a single instrument, the Advanced Topo-
graphic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS). To improve spatial coverage
and enable determination of local cross-track slope, ATLAS splits the
transmit laser pulse into six beams configured in a 2×3 array (three
pairs; Fig. 1), with spacing within and between pairs determined by
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spacecraft orientation. Extensive processing of these data, combined
with knowledge of the spacecraft position and orientation, provide es-
timates of the height of the surface beneath the satellite with centimeter
accuracy.
ICESat-2/ATLAS's measurement strategy is new to spaceborne laser
altimeters. ICESat's GLAS used an infrared laser that emitted pulses of
light 40 times per second (40 Hz), with a per-pulse energy of between 5
and 70mJ, depending on laser age (Sun et al., 2017). ATLAS uses green
laser light (532 nm), pulsing at 10,000 times per second (10,000 Hz),
with an expected per-pulse energy of around 0.12mJ in the three
strongest beams. Unlike GLAS, which collected many millions of return
photons from each laser pulse using an analog detector, each of ATLAS's
detectors receive, under ideal conditions, fewer than twelve return
photons from each laser pulse. Each of these photon “events” (i.e., a
photon hitting a detector) is recorded individually, a technique known
as “photon counting”. The result of this new observational strategy is
that the downlinked ATLAS data are fundamentally different from
GLAS data. GLAS reported the power of the return as a function of time
whereas ATLAS provides the arrival time of individual photons. When
combined with the pointing angle of individual beams and the position
of the observatory in space, these photons can be assigned latitudes,
longitudes and heights relative to an ellipsoid (Neumann et al., this
issue). This novel measurement approach requires a new set of algo-
rithms to retrieve precise surface heights from ATLAS data for all ap-
plications (land ice, sea ice, land and vegetation heights, inland water
heights, sea surface heights, and cloud layering and optical thickness).
The ICESat-2 Science Definition Team has developed a set of pro-
cessing techniques to obtain accurate surface-height measurements
from ATLAS data for these applications (e.g., geolocated photon clouds
(ATL03; Neumann et al., 2019; sea ice (ATL07; Kwok et al., 2019);
vegetation (ATL08; Neuenschwander and Pitts, 2019). These techni-
ques take advantage of the large number of pulses that ATLAS emits
every second by aggregating the height data for all photons returned
from consecutive pulses, such that surface height estimates can be de-
rived from collections of tens or hundreds of photons, as opposed to the
approximately 6 to 12 photons returned from a single laser pulse. In this
paper, we describe the set of algorithms that we have developed to
retrieve height estimates for ICESat-2's land ice along-track data pro-
duct (ATL06) and demonstrate their output and performance using a
synthetic dataset. We present a summary of the ATL06 algorithms to
ensure that they are reviewed by and available to the broader scientific
community; detailed descriptions are in the ATLAS ATL06 Algorithm
Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD; Smith et al., 2019).
2. ATLAS specifications
2.1. ICESat-2 specifications
ICESat-2's 2× 3 beam array results in a ground pattern consisting of
three pairs of beams collecting observations in the along-track direction
(Fig. 1). The separation between beam pairs and between beams within
each pair is controlled by the spacecraft's yaw angle; ICESat-2 will orbit
with a yaw angle of 2° during nominal operations, setting beam-pair
separation at ~3.3 km and beams within a pair by ~90m (Fig. 1). Each
laser pulse has a ~17m diameter spot on the terrestrial surface and an
along-track sampling interval of ~0.7m, determined by the spacecraft
velocity (~7 km/s) and laser repetition rate (10 kHz). Each beam pair
has a “weak” beam and a “strong” beam (where strong is defined as
approximately four times brighter than weak); this is designed to pro-
vide the necessary dynamic range to capture enough return photons
from both bright (e.g., ice) and dark (e.g., ocean) surfaces. The ATLAS
instrument emits a series of green laser pulses that are received and
counted by a micro-pulse single-photon sensitive detector; this type of
detector is also known as a “photon-counting” detector. The onboard
Laser Reference System (LRS) combines observatory star trackers with
inertial navigation data to provide absolute laser pointing direction,
while GPS receivers provide data on the observatory position in space
(Neumann et al., this issue).
2.2. ATLAS laser and reflected pulses
ATLAS's laser pulse has a temporal distribution of energy that is
approximately Gaussian. The full width at half maximum of the pulse is
1.7 ns, which corresponds to a standard deviation of 0.68 ns. Converted
Fig. 1. Schematic of the ATLAS six-beam pattern. The central RPT (Reference Pair Tracks) follows the RGT (Reference Ground Track, which matches the nadir track
of the predicted orbit). GTNX (where N is the beam pair number (1–3) and X is L (left) or R (right)) are the ground tracks generated by successive ATLAS spots (green
circles). ATLAS is shown here in the forward direction, with the weak beams on the left side of the beam pair. The weak and strong beams are pitched relative to each
other such that the weak beams lead the strong beams by ~2.5 km. When ATLAS is oriented in the backward orientation, the relative positions of weak and strong
beams change; the strong beams are on the left side of the GT pairs and lead the weak beams. Measured Pair Tracks (PTs) are defined by line that bisects the pairs of
GTs, and deviate slightly from the RPTs because of inaccuracies in repeat-track pointing. The separation of GTs within each pair is greatly exaggerated compared to
the separation between RPTs. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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to ranges, these values correspond to distances of 0.26m and 0.1m,
respectively. The character of the ATLAS return pulse will be de-
termined by the shape of the transmit pulse and the nature of the re-
flecting surface. For many regions of ice sheets and glaciers, the surface
may be approximated as a Lambertian plane. It is anticipated that each
reflected laser pulse will have a Gaussian distribution in space, with
intensity falling to 1/e2 of its peak value over a distance W/2 from the
center of the beam, where W is the spot diameter. The reflected laser
pulse is also anticipated to have an approximate Gaussian distribution
in time, with a standard deviation σrx.
If the surface is sloped, photons from the edge of the spot farthest
from the satellite will be delayed relative to photons from the edge
nearest the satellite (Fig. 2). Similarly, a rough surface will yield early
photons (from peaks) and late photons (from troughs), further
spreading the returned photons. If the angle between the beam and the
surface normal is ϕ, and the surface height within the spot has a
Gaussian distribution with RMS deviation R relative to the plane of the
surface, then the measured temporal distribution of the returned pho-
tons will be Gaussian as well (Yi et al., 2005), with a temporal standard
deviation σrx equal to the quadratic sum of the spreading effects of the
transmit pulse, the surface slope, and the surface roughness:
= + +W
c
tan R
c8 2rx tx
2
2 2 1/2
(1)
where c is the speed of light. For ATLAS, W is ~17m, and the transmit
pulse duration (σtx) is around 0.68 ns, so spreading due to sloping
surfaces will be smaller than σtx for slopes up to about 2.7°.
2.3. ATL03 algorithm
Photons entering the ATLAS telescope include a small number of
photons emitted by the ATLAS laser that are returning from the surface,
and, during daylight, a large number of “background” photons from the
sun. Most of these background photons will be removed by tunable
filters that allow only photons with wavelengths close to the laser's
central wavelength to pass through (Neumann et al., this issue). How-
ever, some photons pass these filters, and their arrival times are also
recorded. In addition to these, the ATLAS detectors will contribute a
small number of false triggers that will be recorded as photons. The rate
of false triggers is expected to be between two and three orders of
magnitude smaller than the solar photon rate over sunlit surfaces. The
rate of solar photons depends on the solar elevation angle and top of
atmosphere reflectance. In general, to distinguish signal photons from
background photons, we search for clusters of photons with respect to
height (i.e., photons with a similar range). Sunlight scattered from a
bright surface (e.g., snow) for a solar elevation of 45° will produce
detected photons at rates around 12MHz. For comparison, a surface
return with as few as three photons distributed over 0.5 m of height
(i.e., range) produces an instantaneous return rate of 900MHz. Signal
returns are also distinct from the background because signal photons
will be clustered at similar heights between one pulse and the next (i.e.,
information from many pulses can be used to identify signal photons
from a single pulse).
The first step in ATLAS data processing is the generation of ATLAS
L2A Global Geolocated Photon Data (ATL03). In order to reduce the
volume of photon data telemetered from ATLAS for ground processing,
on-orbit algorithms select a window of photons around the likely sur-
face. The ATL03 algorithm provides an absolute time and position
(latitude, longitude, and height with respect to the WGS-84 ellipsoid)
for these photons and identifies the subset that likely contains the
surface. The window height varies from tens to thousands of meters
over the ice sheets and includes both signal photons (from the ice
surface) and background photons (from the sun and instrument). The
ATL03 algorithm applies at least one classification for each photon
(land, ocean, sea ice, land ice, and inland water) based on predefined
overlapping masks. The ATL03 photon classification algorithms identify
each photon as either likely signal or likely background, with a con-
fidence value for each likely signal photon based on the ratio of the
Fig. 2. Schematic of expected ATLAS re-
turns from different surface types: flat sur-
face, rough surface, and sloped surface,
with three corresponding expected photon
cloud distributions and return waveforms.
In both the rough and sloped cases, the
spread of path lengths of the returned
photons is increased and the return wave-
form is broadened.
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photon density around each photon to that expected for background
noise only. ATL03 also applies geophysical corrections (e.g., solid Earth
tide, atmospheric delay). ATL03 data are arranged by beam in the
along-track direction and segmented into granules that are several
minutes long, according to predefined regions separated by latitude.
The segmentation of granules is consistent between repeat orbits. The
basic steps of the ATL03 algorithm over the ice sheets are described in
Neumann et al. (this issue). ATL03 is the common input for all other
ATLAS algorithms over land surfaces: land ice (ATL06 algorithm; this
paper), sea ice (ATL07; Kwok et al., 2019), vegetation (ATL08, Popescu
et al., 2019), and ocean (ATL12, Morison et al., 2019).
3. ATL06 algorithm
The ATL06 algorithm was developed to derive estimates of land-ice
height that capture details of the surface at small (< 50m) spatial
scales, while retaining along-track surface-slope information that can
help distinguish accurate surface-height estimates from false surface
detections that can result from background noise and clouds (blunders).
Over the vast majority of the Earth's land ice, the surface is smooth,
with low (<1°) variations in surface slopes at scales less than a few
hundred meters (Markus et al., 2017). This geometry allows us to ap-
proximate surface profiles using a segmentation technique, where we
divide the along-track photon data from each beam into short (40m)
overlapping segments. For each segment, we fit the photon data as a
function of along-track distance with a linear model. The surface height
is then taken to be the value of the model at the center of the segment,
and the slope of the line (in the along-track direction) is recorded
(Fig. 3).
The segment length of 40m is about twice the width of the hor-
izontal distribution of photons from a single pulse, and is thus the
shortest distance over which the along-track slope of each segment can
be determined with a precision of a few percent or better. We space the
segment centers by 20m along the ground tracks, so that consecutive
segments overlap by 50%. This means that errors in the heights and
slopes estimated for consecutive segments are not independent. When
both beams in a pair are able to resolve the surface height, offset by
90m across track, we also estimate the cross-track surface slope.
The ATL06 algorithm performs the following functions using the
ATL03 data as input: (i) selects photons for the along-track location of
each segment (Section 3.1); (ii) fits line segments to those photons with
an iterative rejection of background photons (Section 3.2); (iii) calcu-
lates instrument bias corrections (Section 3.3); and (iv) determines
output parameters for each segment (Section 3.4). We describe each of
these steps in detail below.
3.1. Initial photon selection
The ATL03 calculation geolocates photons and assigns each photon
a land-ice specific classification (signal_conf_ph) which has three cate-
gories [five values]: (i) surface or “likely signal” (with high [4],
medium [3] or low [2] confidence); (ii) within 10 vertical meters of the
surface [1]; or (iii) background [0]. ATL06 processing refines this
classification by decreasing the height of the surface window to produce
a well-characterized selection of photon heights relative to the ATL06
40-m segment, and, in rare cases when the ATL03 classification has
failed to detect the surface, by using a backup algorithm (defined
below) to search for weak surface returns.
Estimating surface height based on the mean height of a collection
of signal and background photon heights leads to errors in the surface
height that depend on the relative abundance of each type of photon
and on the vertical extent of the surface window within which photons
are distributed. Selecting photons within a narrower window results in
both a smaller fraction of background photons and in a smaller vertical
distribution of their height, each of which leads to a smaller contribu-
tion from the background photons to the error in the surface height. We
use a two-stage process to identify the smallest vertical range of pho-
tons that can be used to define the surface: (i) the photon-classification
stage, where a subset of the photons are classified as likely containing
the surface (i.e., “likely signal” photons), and (ii) the photon-selection-
refinement stage, where we decrease the height of the window around
the segment that best fits the selected photons to exclude background
photons while retaining the signal photons.
We established a photon-distribution criterion to determine whether
Fig. 3. ATL06 segment fitting: Along-track segments fit to photon heights (gray circles) as a function of along-track distance (x) for segment m (black line) and
neighboring segments m+ 1 and m-1 (gray lines). Photons selected by the ATL06 photon-refinement algorithm for reference point m are shown in black.
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the number of photons in a 40-m segment is adequate to define its
height and slope: the minimum number of photons per segment must be
at least 10, and the horizontal distance between the first and last photon
must be at least 20m. Segments with smaller photon counts, or that
have small along-segment separation between photons, often do not
have a well constrained height or slope.
For each segment, our algorithm first attempts to use the ATL03
photon classification to find a collection of photons that define the
surface height. If the photons flagged by ATL03 as possible signal
photons meet our criterion, they are used to define an initial segment.
These flagged photons are then fit with a sloping line segment, and the
robust spread (see Appendix A) of the residuals to this line, σr, is cal-
culated. The flagged photons, plus any unflagged photons that fall
within a window whose height is either± 1.5m or ± 3σr (whichever
is larger), are passed to the segment-fitting and selection refinement
algorithm.
In some cases where the surface returns are weak or the surface is
complex, the ATL03 signal selection algorithm may not identify suffi-
cient photons to meet our criterion. In these cases the ATL06 algorithm
attempts to use a backup algorithm to find a group of photons that meet
these criteria. The backup algorithm doubles the size of the along-track
segment from 40m to 80m without changing the segment center. All
photons within the 80m segment are collected in 10-meter vertical
bins. The vertical bin with the largest photon count (Nmax) is identified
as a likely location of surface signal, as well as all bins whose photon
counts are greater than Nmax-Nmax 1/2. This threshold ensures that we
capture all bins whose photon counts are not significantly different
from the maximum, assuming that all counts were drawn from a
Poisson distribution. The photons within these vertical bins, and
within±20m along track of the segment center, are then passed to the
segment-fitting and selection-refinement algorithm. Information about
the data used in the initial photon classification is provided in the sig-
nal_selection_source parameter of the ATL06 data product.
3.2. Segment fitting and photon selection refinement
The basis of our segment-fitting and photon selection refinement
process is the statistical “three-sigma editing” algorithm. The simplest
version of this process would fit a collection of photons from an in-
dividual 40m segment of ground track with a linear model, then cal-
culate the residuals between the photons and the model. It would then
calculate the standard deviation of the residuals, σ, and then edit the
collection of photons to contain only those that lie within±3σ of the
line. The process would be repeated until two subsequent iterations
produced the same collection of photons within a predefined threshold.
Our version of the process makes three improvements to the simplest
version: (i) instead of the standard deviation, we estimate σ using a
robust estimator (Appendix A) that takes into account the likely number
of background photons in the collection. This choice of statistic allows
our iterations to converge even in the presence of background photons
that would otherwise dominate the calculation; (ii) instead of using 3σ
as the half height of the window in the next iteration, we use the
maximum of 3σ and 0.75 times the half height of the current window.
This option prevents large changes in the window between subsequent
steps from missing the surface entirely; (iii) we limit the minimum
window height to± 1.5m. This hard limit prevents the algorithm from
converging on a window that excludes too many potential signal pho-
tons.
The ATL06 fitting process begins with the likely signal photons from
the photon-classification stage of ATL03 algorithm, or by the ATL06
backup algorithm in cases where ATL03 was unsuccessful in identifying
a likely surface. We refer to this initial collection of likely signal pho-
tons using the subscript likely, and refer to the collection of photons
identified at each step of the iterative routine with the subscript i. At
each iteration of the fitting process, we:
1. Perform a least-squares linear fit to the currently selected photons,
as a function of (xphoton-xctr), where xphoton are the photon along-track
coordinates, xctr is the current segment center. This gives the seg-
ment mean height and surface slope [h_mean, dh/dx] and residuals
to the model, ri.
2. Calculate the median, rmed, and background-corrected spread
(Appendix A) of the distribution, σo, of the residuals for the selected
photons. If σo is> 5m, it is set to 5m. Calculate the expected spread
of the return photons, h_expected_RMS based on the current dh/dx
estimate using Eq. (1), assuming zero roughness.
3. Calculate the residuals of all of the likely signal photons to the
current model estimate, rlikely.
4. Select photons from among the initially selected photons for which
|rlikely-rmed| < H_window/2, where H_window represents the height
of the window and H_window=max(6 σo, 6 h_expected_RMS, 0.75
H_window_last, 3 m). Here H_window_last is the height of the window
from the previous iteration.
5. If step d has changed the photon selection, and if fewer than twenty
iterations have happened, return to (a).
6. Propagate the error of the least-squares fit for the last iteration to
give error estimates for the segment height and slope, assuming that
the errors in the individual photon heights are max(σo,
h_expected_RMS).
The least-squares fitting step estimates the surface height at the
center of the segment, xctr. Because the least-squares calculation effec-
tively gives a weighted mean of the selected photon heights, we report
this value as h_mean.
3.2.1. Evaluating the quality of surface-height estimates
Under strong-signal conditions where surfaces will typically be well
approximated by a linear along-track model over 40m length scales,
our algorithm reliably converges in less than five iterations. For weak
signals and high background rates, the algorithm may fail to converge
on a narrow (3m vertical) window that includes the surface. Most
often, these blunders result in large values of Hwindow and small photon
counts within the window. We tested the refinement process for three
cases using simulated data (Fig. 4). In Case A (Fig. 4a), the surface
location from ATL03 was unambiguous, and the algorithm converged
on a narrow (3m) window after one iteration. In Case B (Fig. 4b), there
were fewer likely signal photons classified by ATL03, and they were
distributed over a wider window. The ATL06 algorithm converged on a
3-m window after six iterations. In Case C (Fig. 4c), there were no
photons flagged by ATL03, and the ATL06 algorithm went through 14
iterations before converging on a wide, sloping window, centered 5m
below the surface. Cases A and B represent successful window refine-
ment, while case C represents a blunder.
We characterize the signal strength by calculating the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR):
=SNR N N
N
tot BG
BG (2)
hwhere Ntot is the total number of photons in the window, and NBG is
the number of background photons in the window, calculated as:
=N BGR H
c
2
BG
window
(3)
where BGR is the background photon rate averaged over 50 shots as
determined in the ATL03 algorithm (Neumann et al. (this issue); Hwindow
is the window height; and c is the speed of light.
It is unlikely that we will observe large SNR values for segments fit
exclusively from noise photons, which lets us use this parameter to
reject segments resulting from blunders. To quantify the probability of a
blunder for each segment, we calculate the probability that the algo-
rithm would converge to a segment with a signal-to-noise ratio at least
as large as the observed SNRobs if the input were pure random noise at
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rate BGR, distributed over the initial height range, Hinitial, from the
photon-selection algorithm (Section 3.1). Using a lookup table that we
generated by applying the ATL06 algorithm to simulated noise-only
ATL03 data (Smith et al., 2018) we calculate:= >snr SNR_significance P( SNR | BGR, H )obs initial 4
Small values of snr_significance imply a low likelihood that an ob-
served segment results from a blunder. ATL06 processing provides valid
surface heights only when snr_significance < 0.05, and segments with
snr_significance > 0.02 are flagged as potentially unusable. Note that in
Fig. 4, the non-blunder cases (A and B) both had snr_significance <
0.005, while the blunder (C) had a snr_significance of 0.89. In each case,
the snr_significance test resulted in the correct decision.
To allow users to make a simple decision about whether to use a
particular segment or reject it, we defined a quality parameter
ATL06_quality_summary which is calculated for each segment. This
parameter combines information about the signal-selection process, the
signal-to-noise ratio, the spread of residuals, and the estimated error,
and has values of 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicates that the quality is high.
The criteria for this selection are described in Section 3.4.
3.3. Instrumental biases and their corrections
After data segmentation, we improve our estimate of the surface
height and estimate the error in our recovered height based on the
number and distribution of photons within each 40m segment around
the linear fit. Although the results of the iterative least-squares fitting
algorithm provide an estimate of the ice-sheet surface height, three
major sources of bias remain:
1. Sensitivity to outliers: The mean-based height estimate used in the
iterative fit is sensitive to outlying residuals, including those asso-
ciated with background photons, and is also sensitive to delays as-
sociated with volume scattering of laser light in the snowpack
(Smith et al., 2018).
2. Transmit-pulse shape: The transmit pulse is not symmetric in time
around its mean; therefore, truncation of the return pulse can lead to
biased estimates of the surface height.
3. First-photon bias: The detector electronics are less likely to detect
photons that arrive on the late (long-range) side of each return
pulse. This occurs because the detectors require a finite amount of
time to recover from a photon-detection event, and can lead to
upward biases in the surface height estimates.
Each of these biases could be influenced by changes in the transmit-
pulse shape, by changes in surface roughness, or, in the case of the first-
photon bias, by changes in return strength and width; changes in any of
these biases would lead to time-varying biases in the apparent surface
height. We have developed strategies to mitigate the impact of each of
these types of errors by analyzing the distribution of the residuals for
each segment. These “residual-based corrections”, each of which is
described below, are either applied to the final surface-height estimate
or included in the ATL06 product to account for these biases.
3.3.1. Sensitivity to outliers
Under ideal conditions, the slope-corrected mean of the selected
photons (h_mean from Section 3.2) provides an accurate estimate of the
surface height. The accuracy of this estimate declines as atmospheric
scattering (Yang et al., 2011) and volume scattering (Smith et al., 2018)
introduce delays in a portion of the surface photons, and also when the
surface window fails to converge completely. Median-based estimates
of surface height are more robust than mean-based estimates because
they are less sensitive to the tails of the distributions caused by scat-
tering processes. For subsurface scattering, using a median-based esti-
mate of the surface height reduces these biases by a factor of two or
better compared to a mean-based estimate (Smith et al., 2018), and we
expect similar improvements in biases due to blowing snow (Yang et al.,
2010).
The difference between the mean-based surface height and the
median-based surface height is equal to the median of the residuals
between the selected photons and the linear segment model, and is
given in the med_r_fit parameter, which is added to h_mean to give the
median-based height. Note that h_mean+med_r_fit gives the median-
based height, uncorrected for the first-photon bias. As we describe in
Section 3.3.3, the mean-to-median correction in the ATL06 land-height
parameter is calculated during the first-photon-bias correction. The
med_r_fit parameter is not used in the calculation of h_li, but is included
as part of the land-ice product so that users wishing to calculate surface
Fig. 4. ATL06 photon selection refinement process. Photon selection refinement process shown for three cases based on simulated ATL03 photons (open circles: all
photons; filled circles: final ATL06-selected photons): a) segment where the signal has moderate-strength, where ATL03-flagged photons (not shown) defined a
narrow surface window; b) segment with a weaker signal, where six iterations were required to converge on the surface; c) segment with no ATL03-flagged photons,
where, after 14 iterations, the algorithm converged to a wide, sloping window centered 5m below the surface. In all plots, solid colored lines show the segment
height for different iterations, proceeding in spectrum order from blue to red. Dashed lines show the bounds of the surface window, with colors matching the surface-
fit color. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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heights without a first-photon bias (or wishing to implement a different
first-photon bias model) can do so using only ATL06 parameters.
3.3.2. Transmit pulse shape bias
3.3.2.1. Cause of the transmit pulse bias. The surface ranges used in
ATL06 height estimates are calculated based on the difference between
the time that each pulse was transmitted and the time estimated for a
collection of received photons (photon events). The times of the
transmit pulses are calculated based on an estimate of the centroid of
all transmit photons for each pulse. Height estimates based on the mean
of all received photons should give an unbiased estimate of the surface
height. However, the asymmetry of the transmit pulses leads to three
potential problems:
1. Height estimates based on windowed means of received photons
will have biases whose magnitudes depends on the height of the
window, with larger windows associated with smaller biases. This
dependence comes about because larger windows capture a sample
of photons whose statistics better approximate those of an un-
windowed sample;
2. Height estimates based on the median time of the received photons
will be biased, because the median is less sensitive to the photons in
the long-time tail of the received-photon distribution; and
3. The magnitude of biases in windowed means and medians depend
on the roughness and slope of the surface, with larger roughness/
slopes associated with smaller biases. This dependence comes about
because larger slopes and roughnesses mix photons between the
leading and trailing edge of the return, to produce increasingly
random samples, less influenced by the shape of the transmit pulse.
We developed the ATL06 algorithm based on two sources of in-
formation about the expected pulse shape. The earliest source was a set
of waveforms measured from an engineering prototype laser, which had
a severely skewed pulse shape. Later, we obtained samples of data from
the ATLAS Transmitter Echo Path (TEP), which monitors the shape of
the transmit pulse by directing a small number of photons from each
pulse through a delay fiber and back to the detectors (for additional
TEP details, see Neumann et al., this issue). The TEP observations show
a narrower, more symmetric pulse shape compared to the prototype
laser, but still are slightly asymmetric in time with a relatively slow
decline in power on the trailing edge of the pulse compared to the
leading edge (Fig. 5a). While we expect the TEP measurements to be
representative of on-orbit ATLAS pulse shape, the prototype laser
measurements provide a clearer (i.e., higher magnitude) representation
of the pulse-asymmetry bias, and we feel that it is helpful to present
both.
Fig. 5a and b show pulses from ATLAS, and from the prototype laser,
respectively. Skew in the ATLAS pulse leads to a mean-median bias of
14mm (with the median higher (earlier) than the mean) for a return
from a flat surface; from a rough surface and the same pulse, the mean-
median bias is only 5mm, because the roughness reduces the skew of
the received pulse. Because the ATLAS pulse is narrow compared to
the±1.5m surface window, the bias on the mean is approximately
zero. The prototype-laser pulse shows more significant biases (which is,
again, not expected for the ATLAS flight lasers), with a flat-surface
median bias of 120mm, a rough-surface median bias of 90mm, and a
rough-surface mean bias of 24mm. This last value is nonzero because a
small amount of the energy from the tail of the prototype pulse is lost
from the edge of the surface window.
To demonstrate how the magnitudes of the biases depend on the
transmit pulse shape, the window height, and the surface roughness, we
generated the equivalent of 50,000 segments of simulated photons from
a strong beam over a bright surface of variable roughness (Appendix B).
For each segment, we calculated the windowed mean and median re-
turn time for window heights between± 1.5 and± 4m for an expected
ATLAS pulse (Fig. 6a, b) and for the prototype pulse (Fig. 6e, f). The
only significant bias for the ATLAS pulse is in the median at near-zero
roughness, where bias magnitude reaches up to 15mm. The prototype-
pulse biases are larger, with magnitudes as high as 120mm for the
median over smooth surfaces, and 64mm for the mean over smooth
surfaces with a narrow window (again, not expected for the ATLAS
flight lasers). For consistent transmit pulse shapes and surface condi-
tions, we expect these biases to remain constant. However, if the
transmit pulse shape changes throughout the mission (as the lasers age),
and as surface roughness varies seasonally, we expect the biases to
change with time.
3.3.2.2. Transmit pulse shape bias correction. To estimate the transmit
laser-pulse shape bias, we calculate a simulated return using TEP
measurements from the ATL03 data product (Neumann et al., this
issue), the measured variance of the simulated surface return, σrx2, and
the height of the surface window, as follows:
1. We artificially broaden the transmit pulse waveform by convolving
it with a Gaussian function whose sigma parameter is equal to
(σrx2− σtx2)1/2.
2. We iteratively window the simulated waveform around its centroid,
using a window whose height matches that used for the surface
return, to obtain a mean-based measurement consistent with that
described in Section 3.2. The iterations ensure that the window is
centered on the centroid of the photons contained within it.
3. Once the iterations are complete, we calculate the median and mean
of the windowed broadened waveform to obtain tx_med_corr and
tx_mean_corr. These variables become corrections which must be added
to an uncorrected value to correct for the bias. Thus,
h_mean+ tx_mean_corr gives a corrected mean-based estimate of the
surface height and h_mean+med_r_fit+ tx_med_corr gives a
transmit-pulse-shape-bias-corrected, median-based estimate of the
surface height.
Fig. 5. Transmit pulse shape bias. a) The shape of the return laser pulse from a
smooth, flat surface (equivalent to the transmit pulse), as predicted based on
the ATLAS TEP, and the modeled return shape after reflection from a rough
(0.25m RMS) surface. b) The shape of a skewed return pulse from a smooth, flat
surface, as predicted from measurements on a prototype laser, and the modeled
return shape after reflection from a rough (0.25m RMS) surface. For both plots
we show the mean (dashed line) and median (dotted line) photon heights for
the transmit and return pulses.
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These calculations are performed for each segment, using the TEP
measurement provided in the source ATL03 file. Fig. 6c and d show the
magnitudes of the corrected median and mean for the ATLAS pulse, and
Fig. 6g and h show the same values for the prototype-laser pulse. In
both cases, the correction reduces the magnitude of the biases to< 1
mm. Most variations in the corrected values result from random scatter
that are visible in Fig. 6c and d because of the color scale's small range
of values.
3.3.3. First-photon bias
3.3.3.1. Cause of the first-photon bias. The ATLAS receiver uses solid-
state multi-pixel photomultiplier elements to detect individual photons.
Each pixel (i.e., one element of a photomultiplier detector) can sense
only one photon arrival every ~1 ns. If a photon reaches a pixel within
~1 ns of an earlier arrival, the second photon's arrival will not be
recorded. The period of time after a detection event is referred to as the
“analog-stage deadtime”. Each pixel remains inactive (i.e., is insensitive
to another photon) until one analog deadtime interval or greater has
passed with no arriving photons. This stage of the detector is potentially
paralyzable, in that if the input rate of photons into a given pixel
exceeds 1 GHz, the pixel will produce no output after the first photon
arrival, because each new photon will overlap and extend the deadtime.
The amplified output of the pixels feeds the input stage of a set of
timing modules. This input stage imposes a “digital-stage deadtime” of
3.2 ns on the inputs to the timing modules, but, unlike the analog-stage
deadtime, this stage is nonparalyzable: after detecting a pulse, this stage
is inactive for the duration of the digital-stage deadtime (3.2 ns), then
becomes active again.
The combination of the effects of the analog-stage and digital-stage
deadtimes implies that photons arriving earlier from a given pulse are
more likely to be detected than those arriving later, potentially re-
sulting in a positive bias in estimates of surface height. This problem,
which we term the first-photon bias (FPB), is most severe over bright or
highly specular surfaces, especially if the combination of surface slope
and roughness produce return durations approximately equal to the
deadtime. Detector deadtime also reduces the number of photons
detected, resulting in apparent reductions in the surface reflectance.
ATLAS's detectors reduce the effects of the FPB by splitting each surface
return between four pixels (for a weak beam) or 16 pixels (for a strong
beam) so that during the brightest expected returns from snow surfaces,
each pixel will receive, on average, 0.75 photons for each transmit
pulse. This ratio is the same for both weak and strong beams because
the number of detectors is proportional to the beam's output power.
This greatly reduces the FPB magnitude relative to a single-channel
instrument with the same pulse energy, but does not eliminate it in the
case of high photon-rate returns. The number of received photons can
be adjusted on orbit by modifying the ATLAS laser energy level.
Fig. 7 shows a simulated photon-return histogram for a strong-beam
ATL06 segment (i.e., all photons accumulated from 57 pulses) over a
flat surface. The simulated distribution of arriving photons is drawn
from a symmetric normal distribution with a standard deviation of 1 ns
(0.15m), representing an ATLAS pulse with a small amount of broad-
ening due to surface roughness. The photon count incident on the de-
tector is set to 16 per pulse, about 30% higher than that expected for a
strong beam over a bright surface. Because of the FPB, the histogram of
detected photons is skewed to earlier arrival times, such that its mean
and centroid are each about 40mm too high, and only about 63% of all
photons are detected.
We simulated the FPB for 50,000 segments of strong-beam data, for
a range of surface reflectance values (0–1.5; the value of 1.5 accounts
for the enhanced reflectance in the backscatter direction that has been
observed for snow surfaces (Kaasalainen et al., 2006)) and a range of
effective surface roughness values. The surface reflectance values are
used to determine the number of photons entering the detector: If the
effective reflectance is 1, Nsignal is equal to the predicted white-surface
value of 0.75 times the number of pixels in the detector; smaller re-
flectances result in proportionally smaller signal counts. We then cal-
culated the average magnitude of the FPB for mean (Fig. 8a) and
median (Fig. 8b) photon return times, as well as the error in the re-
flectance that would be estimated based on the detected photon count
(Fig. 8c). The largest fraction of photons is lost for smooth, bright
surfaces, where as few as 55% of total incident photons may be
Fig. 6. Transmit pulse-shape bias cor-
rection. The transmit pulse-shape bias,
and its correction, as a function of
surface roughness and window height.
The top panels (a–d) show transmit
pulse-shape biases and corrected va-
lues for simulated data based on the
expected ATLAS waveform, as mea-
sured by the instrument's TEP. The
bottom panels (e–h) show results cal-
culated for an early prototype laser
that had a more severely skewed pulse.
Panels a and e show the bias in the
uncorrected median, b and f show the
bias in the uncorrected mean, c and g
show the bias in the corrected median,
and d and h show the bias in the cor-
rected mean. Note that the color scales
are different between the prototype
and TEP results, with much larger
biases for the prototype laser. The da-
shed line in 6a, 6b, 6e, and 6f shows
the truncation expected based on the
three-sigma editing applied to photon
return times during photon-selection
refinement. We do not expect to see
window heights in the region to the
lower right of this line. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in
this figure, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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detected. The resulting bias in these cases is relatively small, because
the reflected pulse is narrow. We found the largest biases for roughness
values to be around 0.2 m, where the reflected-pulse duration is com-
parable to the deadtime; in these cases, for unit surface reflectance, the
bias in the mean photon height is around +29mm, and the bias in the
median is close to +43mm.
We can describe how the FPB modifies the returned pulse by cal-
culating the ratio between the histogram of detected photons for a
collection of pulses, Nd(τ), and the histogram of all photons (detected
and undetected) for that collection of pulses, N(τ), where τ is the dif-
ference between the arrival time for each photon and the round-trip
travel time to the surface:=N G N( ) ( ) ( )d (5)
If we know whether the pixels of the detector were active at a
particular time for a particular pulse, we can calculate the gain G(τ)for a
detector with Npixels pixels, as a function of time for a collection of
photons from Npulses pulses:
=G
N N
A px p( ) 1 ( , , )
pulses pixels pulses pixels, (6)
where A(τ,px,p) is a function that is equal to 1 when pixel px is active
for pulse p and zero otherwise. Averages of A (over multiple pulses and
pixels) tend toward zero when the rate of photon arrivals is large, and
remain low for a period of around one deadtime after the rate of photon
arrivals falls back to zero. The gain for the simulated return is plotted in
Fig. 7; it falls from unity at the start of the return, to a minimum of
around 0.47 shortly after the peak of the return, then recovers back to
unity over the subsequent 3 ns.
3.3.3.2. First-photon bias correction. We correct for the FPB for 40m
segments containing Npulses return pulses. For each pulse within this
segment, we assume that the effective gain can be represented by the
same function G ′ (τ). We estimate G ′ (τ) based on the residuals between
the best-fitting linear model (Section 3.2) and the photon ranges, and
then use this function to correct the measured histogram of photon
arrival times to an estimate of the histogram of all arrival times,
detected or undetected. To estimate the gain function, we convert the
photon height residuals to a histogram of time residuals, Ndetected(τ). We
then calculate an estimate of the gain, G ′ (τ):
= < <G N N N( ) 1 1 ( )pulses pixels t detecteddead (7)
Here, we assume that every detected photon marks the start of an
interval during which one pixel was inactive for one pulse and average
over all pulses and pixels to calculate the mean number of dead pixels
over the segment. We consider only the nonparalyzable component of
the deadtime due to the digital-stage input. Except at unusually high
photon-return rates (> 1GHz/pixel), the 1 ns analog-stage deadtime
should have little effect on the return. We then use G ′ (τ) and the
detected photon count, Ndet(τ), to estimate the number of photons that
were incident on the detector: Nest(τ)=Ndet(τ)/G ′ (τ).
In Fig. 7 we show the estimated gain for the collection of pulses and
the resulting Nest(τ). The true and estimated gain are identical within a
few percent, and the estimate of Nest(τ), matches N(τ) to within the
precision expected based on the Poisson-random sampling that pro-
duced the detected photons (gray curve in Fig. 7). Errors in corrected
mean (Fig. 8d) and median (Fig. 8e) height and error in the reflectance
calculated from the corrected photon count (Fig. 8f) are consistently
small (within a few mm of zero for heights, 1–2% for reflectantance),
with fluctuations driven largely by the statistical noise in the calcula-
tion. These statistics were generated for a strong beam; similar calcu-
lations for a weak beam show around twice as much scatter, but no net
bias. The error estimate in the FPB correction is calculated from the
statistical uncertainty in the median of the photon distribution,
weighted by the inverse gain; in this calculation we assume that there is
no significant error in the calculated gain.
The ATL06 land-ice height parameter, h_li, includes median-based
corrections for biases due to the first-photon bias (fpb_med_corr) and due
to asymmetry of the transmit pulse (tx_med_corr). The sum of h_fit and
these two corrections gives the median-based surface height.
3.4. Summary of ATL06 parameters
In addition to basic altimetry information (latitude, longitude,
height, uncertainty, and timing of segments), the ATL06 product con-
tains a variety of parameters that are intended to allow users to dis-
tinguish high-quality segments from segments with potentially large
errors. ATL06 files will be distributed by the National Snow and Ice
Data Center (NSIDC) as HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format, version-5)
files that contain tiered groups of parameters. Each file contains one
top-level group for each of the six beams. Within each beam, a top-level
group contains the basic altimetry information, and subgroups contain
the quality-and-correction parameters. Detailed descriptions of all
parameters are available in the ATL06 ATBD (Smith et al., 2018), and a
full summary of all parameters is provided here: https://nsidc.org/
sites/nsidc.org/files/technical-references/ATL06-data-dictionary-v001.
pdf. We describe the top-level parameters below:
3.4.1. Land-ice height
The land-ice height estimate in the ATL06 product (h_li) is the sum
of the segment-center height from the linear fit (h_mean), the transmit-
lpulse-shape correction (tx_med_corr), and the first-photon-bias correc-
tion (fpb_med_corr):= + +h li h mean tx med corr fpb med corr_ _ _ _ _ _ 8
Note that both the transmit-pulse shape correction and the first-
photon-bias correction are median-based corrections, so that h_li gives
Fig. 7. The effect of first-photon bias on return shapes. The total (red) and
detected (blue) distribution of photons from a simulated collection of photons
from 57 pulses from a moderately rough (standard deviation of 15 cm), bright
(16 photons/pulse) segment, as measured by a strong beam. The black curve
shows the (true) effective gain calculated during the simulation. The gray curve
(nearly overlying the black curve) shows the gain estimated as part of the
correction. The gray bars show the recovered estimate of the photon distribu-
tion. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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an estimate of the median photon height.
The two correction values are provided so that users can assess the
influence of their variability on height-change estimates, or can convert
height estimates to mean-based estimates (using the tx_mean_corr and
fpb_mean_corr parameters).
3.4.2. Error estimates
The uncertainty in the land-ice height is a function of both ranging
errors and errors in geolocation of the return. The land-ice height un-
certainty (h_li_sigma) gives the surface height error due to ranging errors
only and is calculated as the maximum of the propagated error in the
least-squares fit of the selected photons and the statistical uncertainty in
the first-photon bias correction. We use the maximum of these error
estimates rather than their root sum square because the two are par-
tially redundant; each calculates the sampling error in the height esti-
mate in a different way, and we choose the more pessimistic of the two
to provide a conservative error estimate. The error component due to
the combination of errors in the satellite position, errors in the geolo-
cation of the laser spot, and errors in the along-track coordinate of the
surface slope is given by sigma_geo_h. In estimating the mean error of a
collection of ATL06 measurements, h_li_sigma should be treated as un-
correlated between non-overlapping segments (i.e. with centers sepa-
rated by 40m or more), while sigma_geo_h should be treated as a sys-
tematic error that is correlated at the scale of a few kilometers or more.
3.4.3. Segment geolocation
The latitude, longitude, and delta_time parameters give the geographic
coordinates of the centers of the 40m segments and the segment timing.
These are calculated from the latitude, longitude, and time values for
the ATL03 photons selected for each segment by evaluating the least-
square regression at the along-track coordinate of the segment center.
The errors in the segment geolocation parameters are given in the
geolocation subgroup.
3.4.4. Quality flag
The atl06_quality_summary flag is intended to give a high-level in-
dication of whether a particular segment should be used for height-
change calculations, where 0 indicates highest quality and 1 lowest
quality. The flag is set to 0 only if all of the following are true:
1. The signal selection (Section 3.1) was made based on ATL03
photons identified as low or better confidence (signal_conf_ph≥ 2).
2. The spread of photon residuals around the linear model
(h_robust_spread), calculated as the background-corrected robust
dispersion estimate, is< 1m.
3. The estimated error in the surface height (h_li_sigma) is< 1m.
4. The segment is unlikely to have resulted from a blunder in signal
selection (snr_significance < 0.02).
4. ATL06 algorithm testing
The ICESat-2 project collected data with airborne simulators (e.g.
Multiple Altimeter Beam Experimental Lidar, MABEL; McGill et al.,
2013) that were used extensively in the development of the ATL03
algorithm (Neumann et al., this issue). These data, however, do not
provide accurate estimates of the true surface height at the sub-cen-
timeter precision that is required of ATL06 surface-height estimates. We
tested our ATL06 surface-finding algorithm against synthetic data
generated using a workflow described in Appendix B. By testing ATL06
algorithms with synthetic data, we have been able to quantify the
ATL06 algorithm's performance against a known (true) surface height.
Since ICESat-2 data are now available, we also demonstrate the ATL06
Fig. 8. First-photon bias correction. The first-photon bias, and its correction, as a function of surface reflectance and surface roughness. Panels a–c show the error due
to the first-photon bias in a: the mean height, b: the median height, and c: the estimated surface reflectance. Each pixel in each panel gives the mean error over 50,000
segments of simulated data. Panels d–f show the errors in the corresponding corrected values.
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algorithm performance with real ATL03 data from ATLAS.
4.1. Photon selection and linear regression
We expect the signal-refinement strategy that we have implemented
to produce a mixture of valid surface heights and blunders. Blunders
will remain because we expect the snr_significance < 0.02 threshold to
identify most, but not all of the blunders (errors of omission), and in
some cases the algorithm will misidentify some of the valid segments as
blunders (errors of commission). To help quantify the expected per-
formance of the ATL06 algorithm under a range of surface roughness,
signal strength, and background-noise conditions, we generated seg-
ments of random synthetic data representative of a weak beam for
background photon rates between 0.25 and 10MHz, for effective sur-
face reflectance values between 2% and 100%, and for effective surface
roughness values of 0 and 2m. The variations in effective surface re-
flectance incorporate the combined effects of reduced albedo surfaces
(e.g., due to impurities in the ice) and attenuation due to clouds. The
effective surface roughness captures the combined effects of surface
roughness and slope on the received waveform. In this experiment, for
each value of the background rate, effective surface reflectance, and
roughness, we generated 1600 segments of random synthetic ATL03-
like data. In each segment there were Nsig signal photons, whose heights
have a Gaussian temporal distribution calculated based on the effective
surface roughness and a transmit pulse with a sigma=0.68 ns using Eq.
(1), and Nnoise noise photons, whose heights have a uniform random
distribution over a 200m total window height. Nsig and Nnoise were
generated as Poisson random variables, with expected values calcu-
lated: =N N R3sig expected pulses eff, (9)
=N BGR H
c/2noise expected
window
, (10)
where: 3 is the number of signal photons expected for a weak beam
under clear-sky conditions; Npulses is the number of pulses in a typical
40m segment (57); Reff is the uncorrected surface reflectance; BGR is
the background rate; Hwindow is the initial window height (200m); and c
is the speed of light. We then used the ATL06-only (backup) signal-
finding routine and the segment fitting and refinement procedure to
shrink the surface window from its initial height of 200m. The result of
this process for each segment was a surface-height estimate, hseg, a
surface-slope estimate dhseg/dx, an error estimate for the surface height,
σhseg, a refined window height, Wfinal, and a count of the photons within
the window, Nfinal. Based on the input background rate, Wfinal, and
Nfinal, we calculated snr_significance for each segment for which the
window contained>10 photons.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the snr_significance criterion, we first
evaluated whether each refined segment represented a valid surface
detection or a blunder, using the arbitrary criterion that valid detections
should have |hseg-htrue| < 1m and |dhseg/dx| < 0.1. We tested two cri-
teria for accepting or rejecting segments: one where segments would be
accepted if snr_significance < 0.05, the other with snr_significance <
0.02; in either case, segments were only considered if the propagated
error in the segment center height was<1m. Fig. 9a and b show the
fraction of segment fits resulting in a blunder for the low- and high-
roughness surfaces, as a function of BGR and Nsig, expected. Blunder rates
increased with BGR and surface roughness, while they decreased with
signal strength. For signal strengths greater than around 1 photon/pulse,
the algorithm found the surface virtually 100% of the time. Fig. 8b and f
show the fraction of blunders that remain in the dataset after all of those
segments with snr_significance > 0.05 were eliminated. Over most cases
considered, this criterion removed most blunders for smooth surfaces,
and reduced blunders for rough surfaces to<30% of the segments for
which any surface height was reported. Reducing the acceptance
threshold to 0.02 (Fig. 9c and g) improved the unidentified blunder rate
in both cases. The highest concentration of unidentified blunders is found
for rough surfaces, for weak returns (0.1–0.3 photons/pulse) and low
(0.25–2MHz) background rates. We expect that most users will choose
not to use segments with such low signal strengths, which can be readily
identified based on the low number of photons included in the segment
fit. The converse problem, of valid segments eliminated by the
snr_significance < 0.02 criterion, is illustrated in Fig. 9d and h. The
highest concentration of valid segments eliminated by the criterion were
for rough surfaces with low-to-moderate signal strength (0.3–1 photon/
pulse) and large (2–8MHz) background rates. These results show that
testing segments against the snr_significance statistic is an effective way to
remove signal-selection blunders, and that applying this test at our de-
fault level of 0.02 is unlikely to result in an unacceptable rate of rejection
of segments that otherwise might be useful.
The overall accuracy of the ATL06 segment-fitting algorithm and
the snr_significance < 0.02 criterion is illustrated in Fig. 10; here, three
types of error estimates for all accepted segments are shown as a
function of BGR and the number of signal photons per pulse, for smooth
(Fig. 10a–c) and rough (Fig. 10d–f) surfaces. When the signal is strong
(> 1 photons/pulse), particularly over smooth surfaces, the RMS values
for surface height estimates are typically< 1 cm (left panels; Figs. 10a
and d); however, for weaker signal levels the RMS value increases (i.e.,
the distribution of height estimate widens) indicating that blunders
make up a significant fraction of the accepted segments. The robust
estimator of the standard deviation, σR, (calculated as the interquartile
range of the distribution, scaled to match that of a Gaussian distribu-
tion) has a similar pattern (center panels; Fig. 10b and e). This measure
of spread increases more gradually with decreasing signal levels, in-
dicating that a main driver of the spread as estimated by the RMS is the
minority of outlying measurements within the distribution of the errors.
The relationship between the estimated segment errors (σest, the pro-
pagated error in the least-squares segment fit) and the spread of the
errors σR, is shown by mapping the robust spread of the ratio σR/σest
over the 1600 segments that were simulated for each pixel in the map
(right panels; Fig. 10c and f). For this statistic, values near unity in-
dicate that the error estimates predict the data errors well; this is true in
the in the moderate-to-strong signal domain (0.5–3 photons/pulse), but
in the low-signal region, the prevalence of outlying values tends to
produce data errors that are significantly larger than the estimated
errors. Combined, these results show that the estimated errors generally
give a reliable approximation of the expected spread in the surface
height values in areas where the surface roughness is low and when
signal strengths are adequate; however, under more marginal condi-
tions, outlying values in the error distribution may produce substantial
variation in surface heights.
4.2. ATL06 algorithm performance using simulated data over real
topography
To demonstrate the performance of the ATL06 algorithm under
realistic ice sheet conditions, we generated a set of test data for a region
on the west coast of Greenland (Fig. 11). We generated synthetic ATL03
data along the ICESat-2 reference tracks, using the 8m ArcticDEM
(Porter et al., 2018). While in smoother regions of the ice sheet this
digital elevation model (DEM) should be a reasonable approximation of
the true ice-sheet surface, it likely underestimates the roughness of the
most heavily crevassed outlet-glacier surfaces. Nevertheless, this si-
mulation experiment allows us to assess how well the ATL03 surface-
detection and ATL06 selection-refinement algorithms perform over
complex surfaces, and how well the combined transmit-pulse -shape
and first-photon bias corrections perform over smooth surfaces.
To demonstrate the effects of surface roughness on height recovery,
we simulated ATL03 data along a track that encounters rough topo-
graphy near Jakobshavn Glacier (Fig. 11b) and one for a smoother re-
gion inland (Fig. 11c). We then ran the ATL06 algorithm for both of
these cases. The ATL03 photon heights and ATL06 segments are both
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shown, as is the distribution of the height errors around the “true”
surface height sampled at the segment centers. Neither set of errors
shows a significant bias, and the smooth-region errors are smaller than
those in the rough area. The high-roughness error histogram reflects the
complex structure of the surface in this area: the robust spread, σR
(Section 3.3.3) is four times smaller than the RMS error. We suggest
that the difference between these two metrics is due to a minority of
segments that cross the edges of crevasses or seracs that have large
height errors: the relatively coarse (40m) resolution (compared to the
length scale of roughness) cannot match the true structure of the sur-
face, while the majority of relatively flat segments are more consistent
with the DEM. Users of real ATL06 data will have the option of using
the misfit and surface-slope parameters on ATL06 to select segments
from the smoother regions, which will have smaller errors, at the ex-
pense of lower spatial coverage.
We present the bias statistics for the smooth region in Fig. 11c
(Fig. 12). The combination of the first-photon and transmit-pulse-shape
errors produce a bias in ATL06's h_li parameter with a mean of 0.1m
and an RMS of 0.14m. Applying the corrections for outliers, transmit-
laser-pulse shape, and first-photon bias reduces the mean bias to the
sub-centimeter level, and reduces the RMS error to 0.09m (Fig. 12a). In
reality, the accuracy of surface heights will be limited by the geoloca-
tion accuracy of the photons, resulting in additional errors on the order
of the ATL06 algorithm error for our example data set. Applying a
realistic geolocation error (6.5 m RMS) to the data results in a small
increase in the recovered vertical error (Fig. 12b; Markus et al., 2017);
in a region with a larger mean surface slope, geolocation error would
likely be the dominant source of error.
For the smooth region, we investigated the effect of clouds on the
precision of the recovered errors (Fig. 13). We repeated the simulation
with two-way cloud optical depths of 3, 2, 1, and 0, which correspond
to transmittances of 5%, 15%, 36%, and 100% respectively for cases I to
IV. In these simulations, both clouds and detector deadtime reduced the
number of detected photons, resulting in average per-segment photon
counts that ranged from ~9 detected photons per pulse (for case IV
with no clouds) to ~0.6 photons per pulse (for case I with the thickest
clouds). For the two cloudiest cases (I and II), errors increased sig-
nificantly with optical thickness. Errors were relatively consistent be-
tween the moderately cloudy (III) and clear (IV) case. This is likely
because the first-photon bias correction introduces a small amount of
random error in the recovered surface heights, and this effect is larger
for the strongest returns. Over smooth surfaces, the ATL06 algorithm
can retrieve accurate surface heights through moderately thick clouds,
with errors increasing significantly only when clouds attenuate more
than about 85% of the input photons (cloud optical thickness > 2).
4.3. Preliminary ATL06 algorithm performance with real ATLAS data
By testing ATL06 algorithms with synthetic ATLAS data, we have
been able to exactly quantify the performance against a known (true)
surface height at each step. During the commissioning phase of ICESat-2,
we have begun to test the ATL06 algorithm with real ATL03 data from
ATLAS, to investigate how it performs over different surfaces. As an ex-
ample, we show granule ATL03_20181109172947_06430103_001_01.h5
Fig. 9. Accuracy of the SNR-significance test. Test cases demonstrating the success of the signal-to-noise-significance test for identifying blunders in photon selection.
The top row (a–d) shows the test performance for a smooth, flat surface (roughness= 0m, slope=0). The bottom row (e–h) shows the test performance for a rough
(2m RMS) or strongly sloping (26°) surface as a function of the background photon rate and the number of detected photons per transmit pulse. Panels a and e show
the total fraction of blunders for all input segments if no test is applied. Panels b and f show the fraction of blunders that remain if the test is applied with a 5%
confidence threshold. Panels c and g show the fraction of blunders that remain if the test is applied with a 2% threshold. Panels d and h show the fraction of valid
segments that are (erroneously) rejected if the test is applied with a 2% threshold.
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along a ground track in West Greenland, 9 November 2018, which spans
sea ice, exposed rock, and ice (Fig. 14). Preliminary analyses show that
the algorithm correctly selects the photons that correspond to the surface,
and produces height estimates even over rough and complex surfaces. We
note that the quality of the ATL06 segment fits scales with the number of
photons, and the signal strength here suggests that the granule was col-
lected under clear (cloud-free) conditions. This is the same track used in
the companion ATL03 paper (Neumann et al., this issue; their Fig. 9). This
Fig. 10. Accuracy of selected segments. The accuracy of heights from segments selected using the SNR-significance test, and their associated error estimates. Panels
a–c were modeled for a smooth (0m RMS), flat surface, and panels d-f were modeled for a rough (2m RMS) or strongly sloping (26°) surface. Error estimates are
shown in three ways: (i) left panels (a and d) RMS of recovered surface heights; (ii) center panels (b and e) robust spread (σR) of recovered surface heights; and (iii)
right panels (c and f) robust spread of the recovered surface heights divided by the estimated errors in the surface-height estimates. Each statistic is shown as a
function of background-photon rate and signal strength (detected photons per transmit pulse).
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gives us confidence that ICESat-2 will be able to recover heights over
rough topography, even in the ice sheet margins.
5. Summary
We have presented the algorithms that will be used to generate
surface height estimates over land ice for the ICESat-2 mission (ATL06)
from lower level geolocated photon data (ATL03). We described the
rationale and application of the surface fitting algorithm and corre-
sponding corrections for transmit-pulse shape and first-photon bias. We
also demonstrated how the ATL06 algorithms perform under various
ice-sheet surface and cloud conditions using synthetic ATL03 test data.
We make the following observations about the ATL06 algorithm per-
formance:
1. The correction for the transmit-pulse-shape bias reduces the ex-
pected bias from>10mm to<1mm over a wide range of re-
ceived-pulse shapes and can produce accurate results for a strongly
skewed transmit-pulse shape.
2. The correction for the first-photon bias reduces the expected bias
from>40mm to<1mm for the worst expected surface roughness
and surface reflectance conditions.
Fig. 12. Range errors in ATL06 retrieval. Error distributions for computed ATL06 surface heights (computed minus true height) over the smooth surface of Fig. 11c.
a) Components of the error related to range only. Applying the transmit pulse shape and first-photon bias corrections reduced the mean error in the computed surface
height by ~10 cm. b) The total accuracy of surface-height estimates, including the error due to mislocation of the spot on the ground.
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3. Using simulated ATL03 data derived from realistic surface topo-
graphy, ATL06 algorithm performance is largely consistent with that
inferred from simpler test data.
4. For smooth surfaces:
a. the ATL06 algorithm can accurately estimate surface height even
under moderately (optical thickness of< 2) cloudy conditions.
b. evaluation of segment-fit quality allows rejection of essentially all
surface-detection blunders as long as the mean signal strength
exceeds 0.5 photons per pulse. For rough (> 2m RMS) sur-
faces,> 80% of potential blunders are rejected.
c. segments accepted by the quality filter have high (< 0.1m) ac-
curacy for signal strengths> 0.3 photons/pulse. For rough
(> 2m RMS) surfaces, the accuracy is lower, but generally< 1
m.
Based on these observations, we expect the ATL06 algorithm to
perform at the level required to meet the ICESat-2 Science Objectives
for land ice. Specifically, we anticipate ATL06 will meet the ice-sheet-
wide requirement, that: ICESat-2 shall produce an ice surface elevation
product that enables determination of ice-sheet elevation change rates to an
accuracy of better than or equal to 0.4 cm/yr on an annual basis (Markus
et al., 2017). This requirement can only be met if there is no instru-
mental change that produces a bias trend larger than 0.4 cm/yr. The
corrections for the biases we have addressed here reduce their max-
imum values to millimeter scales, well below 0.4 cm/yr threshold, un-
less there is a drastic change in the system impulse response or the
detector deadtime. Ultimately, under clear-sky conditions, the un-
correlated error magnitude is expected to be on the order of 0.1 m.
Thus, we expect ICESat-2 will meet its regional mission requirement:
produce an ice surface elevation product that enables determination of an-
nual surface elevation change rates on outlet glaciers to an accuracy of better
than or equal to 0.25 m/yr over areas of 100 km2 for year-to-year averages
(Markus et al., 2017).
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Appendix A. Description of robust spread estimator used in ATL06 algorithm
Our strategy to shrink the surface window to improve the ratio of signal photons to noise photons relies on accurate estimates of the spread of the
signal photons. Commonly used measures of signal spread generally overestimate the spread of signal photons under low signal-to-noise conditions,
because the range of heights of the background photons will generally be much larger than that of the signal photons. To obtain valid estimates of
spread under these conditions, we estimate the standard deviation of a collection of points based on the difference between its percentiles, taking
into account the contribution of the background rate (BGR) to the total distribution of photons. The uncorrected statistic of this type is the robust
spread (σr), so we refer to the corrected statistic as noise-corrected robust spread, σr,corr.
In this calculation, we begin with a collection of Ntot photons, with heights z, distributed between zmin and zmax. If the rate of background
photons is estimated to be RBG, then we estimate that the collection is made up of noise photons and Nsig=Ntot - NBG signal photons, where
NBG= 2(zmax -zmin)RBG/c. In general, we expect to obtain less accurate estimates of the spread of the signal photons for large windows than for small
because the number of background photons is higher for large windows and it is less obvious which are the signal photons.
Within the collection of photons whose spread we are estimating, we make an estimate of heights of the photons that represent the 25th and 75th
percentiles of the signal photon heights: We sort the photons and assign each an index value, i, equal to its position in the list minus 0.5. Then,= < +i 0.25 N z z 2R cz the height of the highest photon for which ( ( ) _ / )sig min BG25
= > +i 0.75 N z z 2R cz the height of the lowest photon for which ( ( ) / )min BG75 sig
σr,corr is then found:
Fig. 14. ATL06 algorithm applied to real ATLAS data. a) ATL06 segment fits overlying ATL03 geolocated photons collected by ATLAS over West Greenland, 9
November 2018, spanning sea ice, exposed rock, and ice (see inset map c). b) number of identified signal photons in the fit. Note that the quality of the ATL06
segment fits scales with the number of photons. This is the same track used in the companion ATL03 paper (Neumann et al., this issue; their Fig. 9).
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= scale factor(z z )/ _r corr, . 75 25
where scale_factor is chosen to be equal to the difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles of a normalized Gaussian distribution, or 0.6745. This
choice means that if z has a Gaussian distribution, σr,corr will equal its standard deviation. The uncorrected robust spread is calculated in the same
way, except that RBG is set to zero.
Because RBG may not accurately reflect the background rate, and because even if RBG were accurate, there is statistical noise in the distribution of
background-photon heights, it sometimes happens that z25 > z75. In these cases, we report the mean photon-to-photon distance, σr,corr=(zmax-zmin)/Ntot.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of this measure of spread using a series of synthetic datasets that simulate a range of surface conditions and
background-photon rates for 40-m segments measured with a weak beam. For each simulated segment, we generate Nsig signal photons, whose
heights have a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation σsignal, and Nnoise background photons. The background photons are uniformly distributed
over a 40-m vertical window, and the number of each set of photons is selected based on Poisson random variable with expected values Nsignal and
Nnoise such that: Nsignal+Nnoise=125.
The total number of photons is set based on the expected number of photons in a 40-m horizontal by 40-m vertical window for a background rate
of 8MHz. This represents a summer day at high latitude over a bright, ice or cloud surface. We generate data for 10,000 such segments for value of
Nsignal between zero and 125, and for σsignal values between 0.1 and 1.25m. For each segment, we calculate the standard deviation, the uncorrected
robust spread, and the corrected robust spread of the photon heights.
Fig. A1 shows the statistics of the recovered spread estimates. Panel A1a shows the median value of the standard deviations of the 10,000
realizations of the photon distribution for each value of Nsignal and σsignal. Because the standard deviation is strongly sensitive to the distribution of
outlying photons, its values are largely determined by the proportion of signal photons, achieving accurate results only for the zero-noise case (the
right-hand side of the plot). Panel A1b shows the median values of the uncorrected spread; these strongly overestimate the spread of the signal
photons for Nsignal < 70. Panel A1c shows the median value of σr,corr., with a much smaller color range than that used in panels A1a and A1b. The
corrected robust spread values match the input values well for Nsignal values greater than around 30. Panel A1d shows the spread (the σr) of the σr,corr
values. These spreads are small for signal levels greater than around 30 photons, but diverge for weaker signals.
These results show that even under adverse conditions, with large (40m) initial windows and high background levels, we can expect the
background-corrected spread estimate σr,corr.to give a reliable estimate of the spread of the signal photons for windows that include at least 25–30
signal photons, corresponding to an initial signal-to-noise ratio of around 0.25. By contrast, the two other measures of spread considered here, the
standard deviation and the uncorrected spread, σr, both overestimate the spread of the surface photons. For this reason, we use σr,corr, as part of an
iterative ground-finding scheme of the type we describe in Section 3.1 of this paper rather than either of these two other metrics.
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Fig. A1. Performance of different measures of the spread of a distribution in the presence of noise. Each measure is plotted a function of the input and values. Panel a
shows the median of the (10,000) standard-deviation values for each value of σsignal and Nsignal. Panel b shows the median of the uncorrected σr values, and Panel c
shows the median of σr,corr values. Note that the color scale for a and b is much wider than that of c, and that the values on the right-hand side of c are (to within
statistical noise) correct. Panel d shows the spread (calculated with σr) of the σr,corr values.
Appendix B. Generation of test ATL03 data
We simulated ATLAS ATL03 data based on a transmit-pulse shape TX(t), a value for the expected number of photons returned per pulse, spot
width, the number of pixels in the detector, nch, and a DEM giving the shape of the surface measured. For the location of each pulse on the DEM,
xpulse, we generated a random number sampled from a Poisson distribution with a mean of Nsignal to give the number of photons in each pulse. We
then generated a location, xphoton, for each of these photons, sampled from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution centered on xpulse with width
σbeam. We sampled the DEM height at each of these locations to give a height value, zp, for each of these photons. Modeling this interaction at the
individual photon scale inherently simulates the pulse broadening, as described in Eq. (1). We converted these heights to two-way travel time values
and added a random value sampled from the transmit-pulse shape, TX(t), to each. This gave the time distribution of photons arriving at the receiver
for each pulse. In the simulation output, the location for the photons in each pulse is reported as xpulse (rather than xphoton), because with real ICESat-2
data, the only information available about the location of the photons is the calculated centroid location of the laser spot. No information remains
about the location of individual photons relative to that spot.
For those simulations that included the effects of detector dead time, we then assigned each photon to a random detector pixel. For each pulse,
and for each pixel, we checked each photon to see whether a previous photon had arrived in that pixel less than one analog deadtime earlier (< 1 ns).
Next, we checked whether a previous photon that had passed through the analog detector had inactivated the digitizer-input stage of the detector
(with a deadtime of 3.2 ns). In either case, the photon within the deadtime was removed from the analysis.
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We assumed that an ICESat-2 pulse, traveling through a clear polar atmosphere and reflecting off a clean snow surface, would result in 12
photons entering the detector per pulse for a strong beam and 3 photons per pulse for a weak beam. Because of the first-photon bias effect, some of
these photons would go undetected, resulting in as much as 25% fewer photon detections than signal photons entering the detector over very flat,
very bright surfaces. Clouds and aerosols between ATLAS and the surface, or measurements over a surface with a reflectance<98% at 532 nm
wavelength can result in a smaller input photon count, which, for the purposes of this paper, are modeled simply by reducing the number of incident
photons per pulse from 12 (or 3) to a smaller number.
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